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Like her latest artists and her earliest singers they would
hymn Fuji 'sudden in the autumn sky*, or Nara, the sight
of which makes them 'laugh in the rainstorm'; like Soba
they saw the beauty of 'a frog by an old pond splash in the
silence', and prayed 'friend sparrow to spare the bee busy
at his harvesting*. They even recorded their tenderness
for plant-life in such verses as these of the poetess Chiyo:
The morning glory to the well-rope clings:
I go for water to the distant springs.1
So Basho (1644-94), greatest of the haijin, inscribed on
the Chinese Zen temple at Uji, which looks out on to the
famous tea-plantations:
Within Old China's peace,
Without the tea-girls' song.
Popular painters like Buson belong also to their com-
pany, and his drawings at the Kinkakuji Pavilion are as
swift and powerful as his haika:
The boat grounds in the sand.
I leap out amidst the violets.
Famous too is the lament of the poetess for her child:
Ah! little hunter of dragon-flies,
To what far land hast thou gone hunting?
These are known to every Japanese, while the Kabuki
Theatre gives them in such old yet ever-new stories as the
Forty-seven Ronin all the pageantry of their history, and
they are as appreciative of the meaning of them as the
aristocrats axe of the subtle mystery ofthe No. •
IV
The political reforms begun by leyasu and continued
by his house may be described as complete centralization
of power in the hands of the shogun, tor the good of the
Country as a whole. Daimyos were set to watch one
another, made to visit the new capital Yedo every two
years, forbidden even to marry without the shogun's con-
sent. But the sovereignty of the emperor was proclaimed,
and the shogun acted as his servant in giving a lead to the
* Lit.-. * Well-bucket held by coayolvulus—gift water/

